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Abstract
Estimating object spatial pose from an in-
put image is one of the approaches to com-
pute feedback signal for feedback-based
robot control, for example, for model pre-
dictive control based grasping. Most of
the existing pose estimation methods com-
pute object pose in a per-frame manner,
ignoring the temporal consistency. In this
work, we propose using probabilistic filter-
ing to achieve the temporal smoothness
of object pose estimation and to filter out
outliers that are predicted by state-of-the-
art pose estimation methods. We show
that enforcing temporal smoothness and
filtering outliers improves the standard-
ized pose estimation benchmarks. We ex-
perimentally validated the stability of the
proposed approach for a feedback-based
robot control task in which the object
was tracked by the camera attached to
the Franka Emika Panda robot.

Keywords: pose estimation; SLAM;
factor graph; robotics.

Supervisor: Ing. Vladimír Petrík, Ph.D.
Intelligent Machine Perception CIIRC

Abstrakt
Odhad polohy objektu v prostoru z vstup-
ního obrazu je jedním z přístupů pro vý-
počet zpětnovazebního signálu pro řízení
robota založeného na zpětné vazbě, na-
příklad pro uchopení založené na mode-
lově prediktivním řízení. Většina stáva-
jících metod odhadu polohy objektu po-
čítá polohu objektu po jednotlivých sním-
cích a ignoruje tak časovou konzistenci. V
této práci navrhujeme použití pravděpo-
dobnostního filtrování k dosažení časové
konzistence odhadu polohy objektu a k
odfiltrování chybných měření, které jsou
získávány nejmodernějšími metodami od-
hadu polohy. Demonstrujeme, že vynucení
časové konzistence a odfiltrování odleh-
lých hodnot zlepšuje standardizované re-
ferenční testy odhadu polohy. Experimen-
tálně jsme ověřili stabilitu navrhovaného
přístupu pro úlohu řízení robota založe-
ného na zpětné vazbě, při níž byl objekt
sledován kamerou připojenou k robotu
Franka Emika Panda.

Klíčová slova: Odhad polohy a
orientace; SLAM; faktorový graf;
robotika.

Překlad názvu: Časová konzistence
odhadu polohy a orientace objektů z
obrázků
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Estimating object spatial pose from a monocular camera has made sig-
nificant progress in recent years e.g., by using the render-and-compare ap-
proach [LCAS20], [LMM+22]. Our motivation is to use these pose estimations
for feedback-based robot control, for example, for visual tracking or hand-over
from human to robot. However, pose predictions are often inconsistent in
time: some estimates are missing or outliers occur, as shown in Fig. 1.1.
These inconsistencies have a significant impact on the safety and robustness
of feedback robot control, as incorrect pose predictions can lead to unstable be-
havior. For example, incorrect pose estimation that places an object suddenly
10 cm away or incorrectly estimates that orientation suddenly changes by
180 degrees due to symmetries, can cause the controller to generate incorrectly
large desired robot torques leading to dangerous motion.

To address these issues, in this thesis, we propose using probabilistic
filtering, developed for Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM)
applications [GKSB10], to track the motion of objects based on a stream of
images captured by a camera mounted on a robot arm. The proposed approach
allows us to maintain a probabilistic, temporally consistent dynamic world
model containing the poses of the objects and to associate the measurements
with the objects in the world iteratively. Temporally consistent poses are
predicted from the world model and are safe to use in the robot control
loop, as we demonstrate by feedback-based object tracking performed by the
Franka Emika Panda robot. The probabilistic filtering approach allows us to
address the following challenges:.Missing object detections are predicted from the model (by using

the motion model) to maintain temporal consistency;.Predicted outliers are not associated with the existing track of the
object. Instead, a new track is created for the outlier and it is predicted
only if the same outliers are predicted consistently. This preserves the
temporal consistency of the tracks;.Multiple instances of the same objects are tracked separately in the
world model so that the robot knows which instance is tracked; and.Discrete object symmetries are also tracked separately to predict
temporally consistent poses.
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1. Introduction .....................................
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Figure 1.1: Mustard bottle object pose estimation from images. The
plot shows the angular distance between the estimated pose and fixed reference
frame. Objects are static, and therefore the distance should be constant. Red
shows the per-frame estimations computed by CosyPose [LCAS20]. The filtered
prediction computed by our method is shown in green. The corresponding red
and green contours in the images were computed by reprojection of the object
based on the estimated pose. In the ideal scene, the red and green predictions
overlap as shown in the first frame. However, in more difficult scenarios (2nd
and 3rd frames) the per-frame estimate is not robust and would cause instability
in the control. Our approach (green) is consistent even in these challenging
scenarios at the cost of delayed start of the tracking.

This thesis has the following contributions:.we present a probabilistic filtering approach for spatial object pose
tracking that is temporally consistent and therefore suitable for feedback-
based robot control;.we evaluate our approach on a real video dataset with static objects and
on synthetically rendered dataset with static and dynamic objects - we
outperform per-frame pose estimation on all datasets;.we demonstrate the proposed filtering approach for a robot object tracking
application with the Franka Emika Panda robot - we experimentally
show that our approach leads to robust tracking in situations where
per-frame estimation does not;.we made the code open source at www.github.com/priban42/SAM_pose

2



Chapter 2
Related work

2.1 Object pose estimation.

Model-based object pose estimation is one of the core computer-vision chal-
lenge with a wide range of applications for robotics and AR/VR [Lep20,
HSD+20]. The problem is most often decomposed in two stages: 2D image de-
tection, which provides object labelled bounding boxes and masks, followed by
a pose estimation for each individual detection. Deep learning-based methods
are nowadays dominating standardized benchmarks for both steps [HSL+24].
A more recent challenge is to improve generalizability to objects not seen
during training, both for detection [NGP+23] and pose estimation [LMM+22,
NGSL24, ÖLT+23, WYKB23]. Used by some of the leading methods, the
"render-and-compare" approach [LWJ+18, LCAS20, LMM+22, WYKB23] re-
fines an initial guess by predicting object pose updates. Working with videos,
this method has been shown to be competitive with the state of the art in
single-view object pose tracking [SPS+22, WMRB20, DMX+21, WYKB23].

However, the single-view pose estimation problem is inherently challenging
for several reasons. For RGB only methods, the geometry of pinhole projection
creates a high uncertainty in the camera to object distance. Poses of object
can be ill-defined due to object symmetries (e.g., a bottle) or partial occlusion
(e.g., a cup with hidden handle), which can be taken into account during
model evaluation [HMO16]. Higher uncertainty may also occur in real-world
experiments, e.g. if the model has not been trained with enough augmentation
technics [KG17]. With model-based object pose estimators performance
improving rapidly, we propose a methodology that leverages off-the-shelf
object pose estimators for fast and robust tracking.

2.2 Multiview object pose estimation.

In robotics context, it is not uncommon to have access to a multi-camera
setup [PK15] or to have a camera mounted on the robot [KC+02]. This setup
can be leveraged by aggregating information across views and time to create
a consistent estimate of both the camera/objects poses and of the objects
shapes. Commonly used representation include parametric surfaces [NMS18,

3



2. Related work.....................................
YS19, LDC+21, LD22], volume based representations [MCB+18, WSJ+20],
latent codes [SWD20, LSL+21, LD22].

For many practical and industrial scenarios, it may be assumed that models
can be collected before starting the mapping process. SLAM++ [SMNS+13]
is the first depth-based object SLAM system and formulates estimation using
a probabilistic pose graph back-end. SimTrack [PK15] proposes a tightly
RGB-D integrated system for robot/object pose detection and tracking.
Some authors propose to tackle directly the inherent pose ambiguity of
image based pose estimation. [FHD+21] explicitly trains a single view model
that predicts a set of pose hypothesis that are resolved over different views
using a max-mixture formulation. [MGZ+22] proposes to fuse probabilistic
keypoint predictions, using the known symmetries of the object. These
methods require to train a dedicated "front-end" which does not clearly
shows a potential for generalization. Drawing inspiration from structure from
motion pipelines, CosyPose [LCAS20] addresses the single-view pose data
association problem by designing a symmetry aware RANSAC followed by
bundle adjustment [FB81] and is agnostic to the single view pose estimator.
We propose to address the pose the object pose ambiguities by tracking
simultaneously the multiple symmetries modes of the scene objects.

2.3 Temporally consistent moving object
estimation.

In previously mentioned SLAM-like system, the objects are assumed to be
static in the environment. A natural but challenging extension to these
methods is allow the multi-object live reconstruction with to dynamic ob-
jects [RA17, RBA18, XLT+19, LRR21, XDL22]. To improve the geometric
consistency of the scene, Dynamic SLAM [HZMI20] is able to detect sparse
landmarks moving with the same underlying rigid body motion model and
include this information in a factor graph-based optimization. Motion models
can also provide necessary regularization to a filter-based object pose tracker,
either by penalizing large pose updates [SPS+22] or by estimating a higher
order state like the object twist [IWC+16]. We propose to estimate the pose
and twist of multiple objects using a factor graph formulation.

4



Chapter 3
Methodology

Figure 3.1: Our goal is to estimate the poses of objects in time with respect to
the reference frame R as shown in figure A. To achieve this, we use measurements
in time (denoted k) of the camera pose T̃ k

C and the object pose T̃ k,A
CO , where A

is the label of the object. Both objects and the robot are moving in time, as
illustrated by the purple arrow. Our approach maintains the probabilistic world
representation of the object poses as visualized in figure B, where the ellipsoids
represent the position uncertainty. This uncertainty is used to filter outliers and
to predict only confident poses. The map is maintained through the factor graph
shown in figure C, where green factors represent the motion model, red factors
represent the observations of the object pose in the camera, and black factors
represent the camera pose computed by forward kinematics. Note that multiple
objects could be tracked simultaneously, as shown by the two-object factor graph
in the figure C. Thanks to the motion model, the poses of the objects can be
extrapolated in the future (figures B and C) to resolve missing measurements.

3.1 Problem formulation

Our goal is to track an object SE(3) pose with a moving calibrated camera
rigidly attached to a robot end effector as shown in Fig. 3.1-A. To achieve that,
we need to estimate the pose of i-th object T k,i

O ∈ SE(3) at time k. The poses
are expressed in the common reference frame R. Inputs to our method are
the stream of images captured by the camera and the corresponding camera
poses measured by the forward kinematics of the robot. These measurements
are fused in a single probabilistic estimation problem that finds a optimal
trajectory of camera/objects poses, as shown in Fig. 3.1-B. The details are
given next.

5



3. Methodology.....................................
3.2 Factor graph

We formulate the tracking task as a weighted nonlinear least squares problem
following the factor graph approach [DK+17]. Under the assumption of
conditionally independent measurements corrupted by Gaussian noise, the
optimal sequence of object and camera poses is obtained by solving:

χ∗ = arg min
χ

τ∑
k=τ−H

∥∥∥rk
C

∥∥∥2

ΣC︸ ︷︷ ︸
camera pose factors

+
N∑

i=1

τ∑
k=τ−H

δk,i
∥∥∥rk,i

O

∥∥∥2

ΣO︸ ︷︷ ︸
object pose factors

+
N∑

i=1

τ∑
k=τ−H+1

∥∥∥rk−1:k,i
M

∥∥∥2

ΣM︸ ︷︷ ︸
motion models factors

,

(3.1)

where index i iterates over all N objects, index k represents time on the fixed
time horizon H from the time of the last measurement τ , rX is the vector
of residual errors weighted by covariance matrix ΣX for X ∈ {C, O, M},
representing the camera C, the object O, and motion model M . Term δk,i is
a binary “occlusion" term that accounts for a missing measurement of object i
in frame k, e.g., caused by occlusion or significant motion blur. We minimize
over the set of variables χ, which consists of object and camera poses in time,
denoted as T k,i

O for object i at time k and T k
C for camera pose at time k. The

intuition is that. the camera pose factors regularize the camera pose to stay close to the
pose measured by robot’s forwards kinematics;. the object pose factors regularize the object pose to stay close to the
measured pose w.r.t. the camera, and. the motion model factor capture the motion of the object, i.e. the change
of the pose and its uncertainty in time.

The weight of the individual factors is not equal; for example, the pose
of the camera is measured more accurately than a pose of the object. To
account for this inequality, the residuals are scaled by covariance matrices
that encapsulate our confidence in the measurements. The residual errors
in (3.1) depend on the optimized variables. The computation of the residuals
and the corresponding covariances is described next.

3.3 Camera pose factor

We assume extrinsically calibrated camera and therefore the camera pose
residual can be computed by comparing the SE(3) distance between the esti-
mated value and the corresponding measurement, i.e., rk

C = Log((T k
C)−1T̃ k

C) ,

6



.................................. 3.4. Object pose factor

where symbol˜represents the measurement, here computed by forward kine-
matics, and Log is logarithm mapping from SE(3) group [SDA21]. The
covariance of the camera pose factor is assumed to be diagonal in the form
ΣC = diag(σ2

Ct, σ2
Ct, σ2

Ct, σ2
Cr, σ2

Cr, σ2
Cr), where σ2

Ct represents the transla-
tional variance and σ2

Cr is the rotational variance. These variances were
estimated during the camera extrinsic calibration process.

3.4 Object pose factor

To estimate the pose of the object from the input RGB image we use Cosy-
Pose [LCAS20]. CosyPose uses pre-trained Mask-RCNN [HGDG17] to detect
objects of interest in the image together with the object identity labels.
For each image, the render-and-compare strategy is used to estimate the
spatial pose of the object in the camera frame based on the 3D mesh re-
trieved from the database based on the predicted object identity labels. The
residual error for the i-th object in the k-th frame (time) is computed as
rk,i

O = Log((T k,i
O )−1T k

C T̃ k,i
CO) , where T̃ k,i

CO is the pose of the i-th object pre-
dicted by the CosyPose from the input image, T k,i

CO is the estimated temporally
consistent pose of the object and T k

C is the estimated temporally consistent
pose of the camera.

However, the set of predictions from the CosyPose is not a one-to-one
mapping of our set of variables. To be able to compute the object pose
residual errors, we need to resolve data association between the variables
and measurements. This is done as follows. First, we select all variables
that correspond to the predicted object label. From this set of variables,
we choose the closest one based on the Mahalanobis distance considering
the estimated covariance of the measurement. If the distance is below the
manually specified threshold, denoted τoutlier, we associate the measurement
with the variable by creating a corresponding factor in the graph. Otherwise,
a new variable is created. This approach enables us to filter out outliers and
track multiple instances of the same object class.

We observed that the covariance of the CosyPose prediction depends on the
object size in the image space and that the uncertainty is higher in the direc-
tion of the ray that points from the camera towards the object center. This is
caused by ambiguity in depth estimation, where small changes in the depth of
the object may have only a small effect on the visual appearance of the object.
Therefore, we define the object translation covariance model to deal with this
increased uncertainty along the depth direction. In particular, we define a new
coordinate frame C ′, whose z-axis points towards the object. The translation
covariance ΣOt of the object pose measurement is defined in the C ′ frame
and we transform it into the object frame O as: ΣOt = ROC′ΣC′tR

T
OC′ ,

where ROC′ is the rotation matrix that rotates vector from frame C ′ to the
frame O. The translation object covariance matrix in the C ′ frame is defined
as ΣC′t = diag(σ2

C′xy(npx), σ2
C′xy(npx), σ2

C′z(npx)), where the individual vari-
ances depend on the number of object pixels observed in the image npx. We
visualize the covariance model in Fig. 3.2. The rotational variance in the object

7



3. Methodology.....................................
frame is defined to be diagonal: ΣOr = diag(σ2

Or(npx), σ2
Or(npx), σ2

Or(npx)).
The variances σ2

C′xy, σ2
C′z, and σ2

Or are estimated on the pose estimation
dataset as shown in the experiment section. The object covariance ΣO is
composed of translational and rotational covariance assuming zero correlation
between them.

Figure 3.2: The visualization of the translation covariance model for the object
detections. Consider two objects (red and purple) whose projection on the image
plane (dotted line) is shown in red and purple, respectively. The size of the
covariance ellipsoid depends on the size of the object in the image plane. The
uncertainty is higher in the direction of ray that points towards the object,
mitigating the fact that the depth estimation is more difficult from monocular
measurements.

3.5 Motion model factor

Motion model predicts the motion of the object in time. We decoupled
translation and rotation motion and compared two methods for motion
prediction:. constant pose, and. constant velocity.

Our implementation of motion prediction, explained in the next chapter,
allows us to predict the motion of the object based on the constant higher-
order derivative assumption as well. However, we limit our experimentation to
the maximum first-order derivative and leave the higher-order derivatives to
future work. In this section, we also limit ourselves to the zero- and first-order
derivatives for clarity of the method presentation.

The constant pose model for object i residual is defined as rk−1:k,i
M =

Log((T k−1,i
O )−1T k,i

O ) with diaganoal covariance matrix

8



............................3.6. Predictions from the world model

ΣM = diag(σ2
Mt, σ2

Mt, σ2
Mt, σ2

Mr, σ2
Mr, σ2

Mr) · ∆t, where the translation and
rotation variances σ2

Mt and σ2
Mr are chosen manually, ∆t denotes the time

elapsed from the previous detection of the object i. With this motion model,
the object pose in the world model will remain constant and its uncertainty
will increase over time if no new measurements are available.

The constant velocity motion model establishes the factor on estimated
derivatives of translation and rotation, from which the pose is computed
via integration. Therefore, the set of variables in Eq. (3.1) is extended with
the derivatives for each object and time stamp. The residual is computed
as rk−1:k,i

M =
(
vk,i − vk−1,i ωk,i − ωk−1,i

)⊤
, where vk,i and ωk,i represent

the time derivatives of translation and rotation for the i-th object at time k.
The covariance remains diagonal with constant variances for translation and
rotation defined manually. With this motion model, the object pose evolves
based on the estimated velocity, and the uncertainty increases over time in the
absence of new measurements. The higher order derivatives (e.g. acceleration,
jerk) for the motion model could be used in the same spirit.

3.6 Predictions from the world model

Defining all the factors and solving Eq. (3.1) will give us probabilistic world
model of all objects and camera poses in time. We solve the optimization for
each new measurement in an iterative manner. However, the probabilistic
world model will also contain outliers or objects that are no longer visible in
the current view. To filter them, we predict only the poses whose volume of
the estimated uncertainty ellipsoid is below the manually specified thresholds
τpred_t, τpred_r. If there are more identical labels that satisfy the above
thresholds and whose translation distance is lower than 50 mm, we predict
only the pose with a lower volume of covariance ellipsoid, i.e. the more
confident track.

9
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Chapter 4
Implementation

The method is implemented in Python 3 with the use of the GTSAM [DC22]
Python wrapper. The aim of the implementation is to design the code suitable
for near-real-time applications, such as robot manipulation tasks. To achieve
this goal, the following conditions need to be met:.The solve time of a frame should not exceed the inference time of

CosyPose [LCAS20]..The solve time should not increase indefinitely during the tracking..The current refined poses should be asynchronously retrievable at any
time k without the need to update the factor graph every time.

This chapter describes the approaches used to satisfy these conditions.

4.1 Limiting factor graph solve time

Finding an optimal solution of a factor graph is a task whose cost generally
increases with the number of factors and variables included in the graph.
The initial idea was to utilize marginalization, already implemented in the
GTSAM’s ISAM2 solver class. However, this approach turns out not to be
applicable to our structure of the factor graph; the variables and factors
were not removed as expected. To avoid this issue, we chose to explore an
alternative approach to achieve near-real-time performance.

Another approach is to construct a factor graph from only the last n
measurements, thereby implementing a sort of sliding window. This satisfies
the condition that the solve time does not increase indefinitely, as the number
of factors and variables is limited by the size n of the sliding window. For a
sufficiently small n, the first condition is also met. However, an issue arises
because the constructed graph has to be solved all at once for every new
frame (batch of pose estimates). This significantly restricts the size of the
window n.

Our proposed approach uses two asynchronous ISAM2 solvers, as depicted
in Fig. 4.1. New pose estimates are added to both of these solvers. One of the
solvers is designed to always hold more factors so that the estimated poses

11



4. Implementation....................................

ISAM2 solver 1

ISAM2 solver 2

Cosypose

Images
δI

chunk size

δC

Figure 4.1: The first row depicts a stream of images with a typical delay between
images, denoted as δI being 33 ms. The second row illustrates the stream of
CosyPose object pose estimates, with a typical delay between estimates δC being
200 ms. Therefore, only some of the images are processed. The third and fourth
rows illustrate that all of the pose estimates are employed in both solvers. The
alternating green line indicates which solver is currently being utilized to retrieve
refined pose estimates. The chunk size defines the maximum number of CosyPose
estimates used in a solver before it is reinitialized.

can be retrieved from this solver. Once a certain chunk size m is exceeded
(where chunk size m refers to the number of frames from which the detections
were added to the graph), the solver instance is deleted and replaced with a
new instance, with additional prior factors on the relevant variables retrieved
from the deleted solver.

This method has resulted in a significantly faster solve time. Additionally,
it provides the added benefit of an effectively infinite window size n, as the
information gathered in the old measurements is carried over in the prior
factors when initializing the solver.

4.2 Asynchronous pose retrieval

The goal is to simulate the behavior illustrated in Fig. 4.2. Once an optimal
solution for a factor graph consisting of multiple measurements is calculated,
an estimate of an object’s latest state can be retrieved. The state includes
its pose, covariance, and, depending on the user’s choice, linear and angular
velocity, its covariance, and higher-order derivatives up to a chosen dmax. The
chosen dmax determines the topology of the factor graph, as shown in Fig. 4.3.

While this pose and covariance could be used as the final result, updating
the graph every time an object pose is to be retrieved is impractical due
to the latency introduced by the solution time and the introduction of new
variables and factors to the graph, which decreases performance. Additionally,
numerical instability has been observed for cases where no new measurements
are made for some period of time, as shown in Fig. 4.4. Therefore, a different
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Figure 4.2: The figure illustrates a simplified analogy of pose extrapolation.
In this scenario, the motion model assumes an initial state comprising a pose
T0, velocity v0, pose covariance Σ0 and constant acceleration a0 = a1 = a2 all
defined in the global reference frame R. Over time, the state evolves, altering
the pose and scaling the covariance matrix.

approach was chosen. Instead of relying solely on the retrieved poses, the
state retrieved at time t0 is integrated to retrieve the pose at time t0 + ∆t
using a closed-form formula:

[pt0+∆t, θθθt0+∆t] = [pt0 , θθθt0 ] +
∫ t0+∆t

t0
[vt0 ,ωωωt0 ] dt +

∫∫ t0+∆t

t0
[at0 ,αααt0 ] dt + ...

= [pt0 , θθθt0 ] + ∆t · [vt0 ,ωωωt0 ] + ∆t2

2 · [at0 ,αααt0 ] + ... + ∆tdmax

dmax! [p(dmax)
t0 , θθθ

(dmax)
t0 ]

=
dmax∑
i=0

∆ti

i! [p(i)
t0 , θθθ

(i)
t0 ],

(4.1)

where [pt0+∆t, θθθt0+∆t] is a vector in the tangent space of the composite Lie
group T (3) × SO(3) [SDA21]. The transformation matrix is then calculated
as

Tt+∆t =
[
Exp(θθθt0+∆t) pt0+∆t

0 1

]
. (4.2)

The covariance Σ[pt+∆t,θθθt+∆t] is calculated by performing uncertainty propa-
gation but with an added term to account for the Brownian motion modeled
by the motion model factor with covariance ΣM as

Σ[pt+∆t,θθθt+∆t] =

dmax∑
i=0

(
∆ti

i!

)2

Σ[p(i)
t ,θθθ

(i)
t ]

+ (∆t)2dmax+1

(dmax!)2(2dmax + 1)ΣM . (4.3)
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4. Implementation....................................

CBA

Figure 4.3: The topology of the factor graph is determined by the selected order
of the motion model dmax. Figure A illustrates the scenario where the motion
model assumes the object pose to be constant. Figure B illustrates the case
where both velocity v and angular velocity ωωω are constant. Figure C illustrates
the scenario where acceleration a and angular acceleration ααα are constant. In
the figure A, the estimated state of an object at time k consists of T k

O. In the
figure B, the estimated state of an object at time k consists of T k

O and [v,ωωω]kO.
In the figure C, the estimated state of an object at time k consists of T k

O, [v,ωωω]kO
and [a,ααα]kO.

Figure 4.4: The figure illustrates the results of two different approaches to
extrapolating pose and velocity covariance, assuming some initial Qpose, Qvel

and Qacc. The colored plots depict the results of performing extrapolation by
inserting new variables into the factor graph at different intervals dt. This
approach begins to behave unpredictably after approximately one second. On
the other hand, the black plots show the results of performing extrapolation
using our analytical formula. This approach remains stable.
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Chapter 5
Experiments

Figure 5.1: Example frames from HOPE-Video sequence are shown in the first
row. The second row shows an overlay of the rendered poses predicted by the
per-frame CosyPose [LCAS20] evaluation. It can be seen that some of the objects
are not detected. Our temporally smoothed predictions are shown in the last
row, mitigating the effect of missing detections.

5.1 Datasets

Three datasets were used for the quantitative evaluation:. Household Objects for Pose Estimation (HOPE-Video) [TTT+22] dataset
and. two synthetically rendered datasets that we created via Blender [Com18].

Only RGB images are considered for all datasets. HOPE-Video contains 10
video sequences captured by a moving camera observing a static scene with
5-20 objects placed on a desk. The video is recorded by a robot equipped with
a RealSense camera; an example of the video sequence is shown in Fig. 5.1.

The HOPE-Video dataset was chosen instead of the more commonly used
YCB-V dataset for the following reasons:
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5. Experiments .....................................

Figure 5.2: Example frames from SynthYCBVDynamic where the center of the
frame is occluded by a black rectangle and some of the frames are artificially
blurred. It can be seen that some of the objects are not detected by per-
frame CosyPose (e.g., frames 2 and 3) or that some outliers are predicted (e.g.,
frame 5). Our temporally smoothed predictions are shown in the last row,
mitigating missing detections and outliers.

. It offers faster camera movements, which are more suitable for analyzing
our method’s performance..The ground-truth is globally consistent, as shown in Fig. 5.3.

To use the dataset for the standardized BOP challenge, we developed a tool
to convert the dataset into the BOP format.

The second dataset is synthetically rendered to obtain ground-truth poses
for dynamically moving objects as well. The dataset contains dynamically
moving rendered HOPE objects [TTT+22]. To address the real-to-sim com-
parison, we first rendered 10 video sequences with static objects placed on the
desk in a setup similar to the HOPE-Video datset. We refer to this dataset
as SynthHOPEStatic.

Dynamical dataset SynthHOPEDynamic is composed of 5-10 objects moving
on randomly sampled trajectories. The trajectories are obtained by randomly
sampling poses in SE(3) that are connected by the Cartesian dynamical
movement primitives [UNPM14] with randomly sampled weights and initial
and goal velocities. The camera is also moving on a random trajectory and
motion blur is applied to random frames. To simulate challenging occlusions,
a uniform color box is rendered in front of the camera. In total, 10 video
sequences are rendered for the SynthHOPEDynamic dataset. An example of
the synthetic dataset is shown in Fig. 5.2.

5.2 Metrics

To measure performance, we calculated the average recall and average preci-
sion for the three datasets. For average recall, we rely on error metrics, which
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Figure 5.3: The figure shows the gradual drift of objects from different scenes
of the YCB-V and HOPE-Video datasets computed as the translation from the
objects’ initial pose in the world frame. It shows that the YCB-V dataset is
slowly drifting while HOPE-Video remains consistent.

are commonly used in the BOP object pose estimation challenge [HMB+18].
Recall is averaged across several thresholds and across three different metrics:.Visible Surface Discrepancy (VSD),.Maximum Symmetry-Aware Surface Distance (MSSD),.Maximum Symmetry-Aware Projection Distance (MSPD).

See [HSD+20] for details on these metrics and thresholds. For precision, we
used the same metric (i.e., VSD, MSSD, and MSPD) and the same thresholds
as used for the recall computation. Recall penalizes missing object detections
and object pose estimates, while precision penalizes incorrect object detections
and object pose estimates. Only objects that are at least partially visible in
the image are considered in the evaluation; i.e., the number of visible pixels
is at least 5% of the size of the full object projection.

5.3 Measurement covariance estimation

We observed that translation measurement uncertainty is bigger in the di-
rection of ray pointing towards the object of interest (i.e., uncertainty σC′z)
and that it depends on the size of the object in the image space, as shown in
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Figure 5.4: Estimation of the standard deviations for object measurement model
based on the Hope-Video dataset.

Fig. 3.2. We use the exponential dependence on the number of visible pixels
of the object in the image space in the form: σ(npx) = a exp(−bnpx), where a
and b are parameters fitted separately for the translation xy, the translation
z (i.e., depth) and the rotation. Translation uncertainties are estimated in
the frame whose z axis points toward the center of the object, while rotation
uncertainties are estimated in the object frame. We used the Hope-Video
dataset to estimate these uncertainties; estimated values are visualized in
Fig. 5.4.

5.4 Ablation study

Several thresholds need to be tuned for the proposed filtering method. We
manually set the outlier prediction thresholds τoutlier_t and τoutlier_r to 100 mm
and 10◦. The prediction thresholds τpred_t and τpred_r were chosen based
on the ablation study in which we evaluated the precision-recall curve for
various values of these hyperparameters. Subsets containing three scenes
from our synthetic datasets were used to select thresholds for the constant
pose model (subset of SynthHOPEStatic) and for the constant velocity model
(subset of SynthHOPEDynamic). The result of the ablation is shown in
Fig. 5.5. From the ablation, we selected two sets of thresholds for each motion
model. These sets of thresholds correspond to recall-oriented parameters and
precision-oriented parameters as visualized in Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Ablation study for constant pose model evaluated on three scenes of
the static synthetic dataset (left) and for constant velocity model evaluated on
three scenes of the dynamic synthetic dataset (right). The precision-recall trade-
off is controlled by hyperparameters of our model. Recall oriented parameters
are selected such that recall is maximal and precision is at least at the CosyPose
value. Similarly for the precision oriented parameters.

5.5 Quantitative evaluation

We evaluated the performance of our method on the three datasets mentioned
above. The results are summarized in Tab. 5.1. Two baselines are considered:
(i) per-frame CosyPose [LCAS20] and (ii) short-horizon filtering, in which
only the last three frames were used for our method.

For static object datasets (i.e. HOPE-Video and SynthHOPEStatic) both
constant pose and constant velocity motion models are evaluated. It can be
seen that our methods outperformed the baselines in recall (if recall-oriented)
while achieving comparable precision. Similarly, for a precision-oriented
variant, we outperform the baselines in precision while achieving a comparable
recall. The precision-recall trade-off can be controlled by hyperparameters.
The constant pose motion model achieved better performance than the
constant velocity motion model as it has a stronger prior about the motion
of the objects.

For the dynamic object dataset, we evaluated the constant velocity motion
model. We outperform the baselines in the same spirit as for the static object
datasets.
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Recall Precision
Dataset Method VSD MSSD MSPD AVG. VSD MSSD MSPD AVG.

HOPE-Video
CosyPose [LCAS20] 0.40 0.36 0.42 0.39 0.59 0.52 0.61 0.57
Short horizon SAM 0.41 0.36 0.42 0.40 0.61 0.53 0.62 0.59
Ours (const. pose, recall-oriented) 0.57 0.58 0.57 0.57 0.59 0.59 0.58 0.58
Ours (const. pose, precision-oriented) 0.44 0.44 0.42 0.43 0.67 0.66 0.63 0.65
Ours (const. vel., recall-oriented) 0.47 0.42 0.49 0.46 0.60 0.54 0.63 0.59
Ours (const. vel., precision-oriented) 0.44 0.40 0.46 0.43 0.64 0.58 0.67 0.63

SynthHOPEStatic
CosyPose [LCAS20] 0.58 0.51 0.52 0.53 0.74 0.65 0.66 0.69
Short horizon SAM 0.58 0.51 0.51 0.54 0.81 0.71 0.72 0.75
Ours (const. pose, recall-oriented) 0.83 0.81 0.80 0.81 0.81 0.78 0.77 0.79
Ours (const. pose, precision-oriented) 0.70 0.68 0.67 0.68 0.91 0.89 0.87 0.89
Ours (const. vel., recall-oriented) 0.66 0.60 0.61 0.62 0.81 0.73 0.74 0.76
Ours (const. vel., precision-oriented) 0.61 0.56 0.57 0.58 0.86 0.79 0.80 0.82

SynthHOPEDynamic
CosyPose [LCAS20] 0.44 0.39 0.51 0.44 0.65 0.58 0.77 0.66
Short horizon SAM 0.39 0.35 0.47 0.40 0.69 0.62 0.82 0.71
Ours (const. vel., recall-oriented) 0.49 0.45 0.56 0.50 0.68 0.62 0.77 0.69
Ours (const. vel., precision-oriented) 0.44 0.41 0.50 0.45 0.73 0.68 0.84 0.75

Table 5.1: BOP Average Recall and Average Precision evaluated on three video datasets by considering all frames of the video and all objects
that are visible in the image at least 5% of the object size. "Recall-oriented" and "precision-oriented" refer to different configurations aimed at
maximizing average recall or precision while ensuring that the average of the other metric is at least as good as CosyPose. Terms "const. pose"
and "const. velocity" denote different motion models. The "Short-horizon SAM" baseline refers to our method modified to use only the last 3
frames. The best results for AVG. recall and precision are shown in bold.
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............................. 5.6. Qualitative robotic experiment

5.6 Qualitative robotic experiment

To validate the stability of the proposed filtering method, we performed
several robotics experiments. For all experiments, we used a Franka Emika
Panda robot equipped with a RealSense D435 camera attached to its end-
effector (eye-in-hand configuration). The camera mount was calibrated. The
camera produces a 60 Hz RGB video stream with a resolution of 640x480
pixels. We conducted the following robotic experiments to demonstrate the
advantages of the method:. Static scene objects pose estimation in which the robot is guided by

the human hand and, while moving, it estimates the poses of objects
that are statically placed in front of the robot;.Dynamic scene objects pose estimation, where robot remains static
and estimates the poses of objects that are moved by human; and.Dynamic object tracking where robot maintains constant pose with
respect to the tracked object.

In the first two experiments, the robot is not controlled on the basis of the
predicted poses and our method can be applied directly. Please, see the
supplementary video for recording of the experiments.

For the dynamic object tracking experiment, a feedback-based controller was
designed that uses the proposed probabilistic dynamic world. The controller
architecture is visualized in Fig. 5.6. With this control architecture and using
the proposed filtering method, we achieve stable tracking in a challenging
scenario in which the object was hidden behind the occluder, as shown in
Fig. 5.7. The analysis of the image stream for the tracking experiment is
shown in Fig. 5.8. The full experiment is shown in the supplementary video.
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Figure 5.6: The robot control architecture used for the tracking experiment.
First, an image Ik is used with CosyPose to generate object pose estimates.
These estimates are then fed into the proposed SAM refiner along with the
camera pose T k

W C whose timestamp corresponds to the time stamp of the input
image Ik used in CosyPose. This synchronization is achieved by buffering the
poses TW C and subsequently selecting the one with the closest timestamp. The
SAM refiner produces an estimate of the State, i.e., the probabilistic world model.
Note that although the world model is updated at the CosyPose frequency, the
State is computed at the robot control frequency using the motion model. Finally,
a track selected by the user is used as input for the robot Controller, which
computes the motor torques τττ required to move the robot into the desired pose.
The typical processing frequencies of individual modules are 5 Hz for Cosypose
and SAM refiner, 30 Hz for the camera, and 1 kHz for the state extrapolation
and robot controller.
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Figure 5.7: The illustration depicts a selected sequence of images recorded during
an experiment where the robot attempts to maintain a constant relative end
effector transformation with respect to the Cheez-it box from the YCB [CSW+15]
dataset. During the tracking process, the object is occluded by a sheet of
paper, demonstrating the temporal consistency and stability of the refined pose
estimates.
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Figure 5.8: The evolution of the object angular distance for the robot tracking
experiment. If object is not occluded, the CosyPose and our method predicts
the object pose accurately (first frame). However, when object is completely
occluded the per-frame evaluation cannot evalute the pose of the object (second
frame). Finally, if the object is partially visible , the CosyPose predicts wrong
orientation while the proposed filtering remains stable (third frame).
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Chapter 6
Limitations

6.1 Discrete and continuous symmetries

This work does not address continuous and discrete symmetries. Continuous
symmetries are evident in solids of revolution, such as the YCB bowl shown
in Fig. 6.1, where the object exhibits symmetry around the z-axis. Discrete
symmetries are observed in objects like the YCB wood block, which possesses 8
rotational discrete symmetries. This poses issues since any of these symmetries
are equally likely to be detected, leading to the creation of multiple tracks
that actually correspond to a single object.

One approach to addressing continuous symmetries could involve modifying
the estimated covariance matrix to be infinite in the rotational part along the
axis of symmetry. This adjustment would serve as a means to approximate
the actual probability distribution of the estimated pose.

Addressing discrete symmetries could be achieved by treating every mea-
surement of a discretely symmetric object as multiple different measurements
according to the symmetries’ transformations. This approach serves as a
means to approximate the real probability distribution of the object’s pose
given the measurement.

6.2 Track merging

The current implementation does not address the scenario where two or more
tracks of the same object instance are created, and their states converge to
the same configuration. In such cases, the matching process might randomly
assign new measurements to one of those tracks, depending on the choice
of parameters used. While this occurrence is not common with the current
configuration, it is a potential issue.

One way to address this issue could be to implement some form of track
merging, where tracks with similar states are either removed or combined.
Another approach could involve allowing a single measurement to be associated
with multiple tracks.
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6. Limitations......................................

Figure 6.1: The figure displays two different objects from the YCB dataset in
various orientations. The red bowl exhibits continuous symmetry around the
Z-axis, while the wooden block possesses 8 discrete rotational symmetries.

6.3 Camera pose retrieval

The current implementation assumes the camera pose TW C to be known,
which is easily achievable with the calibrated robot used in the qualitative
experiments. However, this approach might be impractical for other appli-
cations. Therefore, a different method of estimating the camera pose TW C

could be more suitable, such as visual odometry, IMU motion integration, or
a combination of both. This could potentially open up opportunities for use
in virtual and augmented reality.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion

Accurate and temporally consistent object pose estimation is crucial for
many applications in robotics and augmented reality. Current methods
for single-view object pose estimation from an RGB camera often struggle
with challenging scenarios caused by image noise, blur, or occlusion. We
implemented a method that performs probabilistic filtering of object estimates
across multiple measurements to improve the performance of an single-view
object pose estimation method.

For this purpose, we used probabilistic filtering developed for Simultaneous
Localization and Mapping (SLAM) applications. We formulated the task
using the factor graph approach and included a motion model that generalizes
the pose estimation task to dynamically moving objects. Our implementation
achieves near-real-time performance.

The proposed algorithm has been validated through both a quantitative
study on a benchmark and qualitative experiments. The quantitative ex-
periments were performed on the HOPE-Video dataset as well as our two
custom-generated datasets. The qualitative experiments involved a physi-
cal robot and objects from the YCB dataset. Both the quantitative and
qualitative experiments have shown improvement over the baseline.
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